
How to fit your LanternLITE™ Honeycomb Overhead Blind 
1. Lay out the blind parts face down on a clean even surface in the same formation as it will be when it is

assembled.  The blind should already be fitted into the top horizontal piece of frame.

2. Slide each corner joint into the vertical and horizontal frames to create a rectangle, slotting the aluminium
corner brace into the angles.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Blind cords 
pulled tightly 
through blind. 

Guide wires 
(hanging from 
underside of 
bottom bar 
which connects 
to the bottom 
frame of blind) 

Pull these parts 
of the blind 
down to the 
bottom to create 
a rectangle, to 
begin slotting 
together. 



3. Tighten the small screws to secure all 4 corners into place (make sure you don’t trap any cords when doing

4. If not already fitted, slide plastic corners into place.

5. Tension the blind –

Locate nipple 
adjusters on 
blind 

Untighten with 
screwdriver to enable 
the loosening of cords 

Pull cords to tighten, re-
screw the nipple by hand 
until it is finger tight, then 
with a screwdriver turn ¼ 
of the way round (Any 
more will cause the cords 
to be cut) 

Do the same with the 
cords 

Guide wires Guide wires 
Guide wires 

Cords 



6. You have been provided with 25mm Angle profile which are oversized.  Trim the profiles to fit within your
recess with a hacksaw or other sharp tool.   Fit the profiles into place (making sure they are 100% square –
this ensures correct operation of the blind)

25mm Angles 

25mm Angle profile fitted square and plumb into recess to form a shelf that the blind sits on 

7. Remove 3 of the Angle profiles leaving the angle in place which is at the head of the blind
8. Offer the blind onto the first profile and while holding the blind in place fix the other 3 angles
9. To keep the blind secure, side fix the blind frame into the angle profiles, 2 screws per profile recommended
10. Once the blind is fitted:-

• Manual operation: Operate the blind with either the wand or crank.  With the wand, engage the wand
into the bottom of the blind and slowly walk across the window pulling the wand along with you.  If you
have ordered crank operation, engage the crank into the socket in the blind and wind the wand to open
and close the blind.  The wand or crank can then be stored safely in your home for next use.

• Electric operation: If you have ordered battery/solar powered blind, fit the battery pack and solar panel
discretely above the blind.  You may have to charge the blind overnight to top up the battery.  Then
operate the blind with the provided pre programmed remote.

• Electric operation: Mains powered.  Connect the cable which comes out of the blind into your power
source (see wiring diagrams download).  You are now ready to operate your blind with the pre
programmed remote control.

**Once the blind is fitted survey the installation.  If your plaster is slightly out a small amount of light may be 
visible around the side profiles.  You may want to use decorators caulk to fill this gap. We do not recommend 
silicone**. 


